Controlled growth of self-organized hexagonal arrays of metallic nanorods using template-assisted glancing angle deposition for superhydrophobic applications.
The fabrication of controlled, self-organized, highly ordered tungsten and aluminum nanorods was accomplished via the aluminum lattice template-assisted glancing angle sputtering technique. The typical growth mechanism of traditional glancing angle deposition technique was biased by self-organized aluminum lattice seeds resulting in superior quality nanorods in terms of size control, distribution, and long range order. The morphology, size, and distribution of the nanorods were highly controlled by the characteristics of the template seeds indicating the ability to obtain metallic nanorods with tunable distributions and morphologies that can be grown to suit a particular application. Water wettability of hexagonally arranged tungsten and aluminum nanorods was studied after modifying their surface with 5 nm of Teflon AF 2400, as an example, to exhibit the significance of such a controlled growth of metallic nanorods. This facile and scalable approach to generate nano seeds to guide GLAD, with nano seeds fabricated by anodic oxidization of aluminum followed by chemical etching, for the growth of highly ordered nanorods could have significant impact in a wide range of applications such as anti-icing coating, sensors, super capacitors, and solar cells.